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Maneuvering and Edging
with Gary Doran
"When learning new sea
kayaking skills, 'break through'
moments are those exciting
moments when you think to
yourself, "Ah, now I get it!"
'Break through' moments may
be related to your preferred
learning style". - Gary Doran
When Gary teaches sea kayaking, he sees indications of
different learning styles in his students (he can see it in the
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expression on their faces!) Some students really want him to
show them how to perform a skill through a demonstration;
some want a good verbal explanation of the technique; and
some want to just get out there and try it themselves!
Therefore, he tries to cover all three aspects when he delivers a
lesson: He demonstrates the skill, he explains how to do it, and
he gets his students to try the skill. This means that, while he
demonstrates the skill, he may have to hold back those who
just want to try it! At the same time, he might have to
encourage those who want to a good verbal explanation to just
'get out there and try it' (we've talked about it enough, now try
it)!
Gary has paddled most of Vancouver
Island, including Cape Scott, Brooks
Peninsula, Kyoquot Sound, Nootka
Sound, Clayoquot Sound, and Barkley
Sound as well as Haida Gwaii, Baja,
and the Great Lakes.
His favourite kayak is a Valley Nordkapp LV and his favourite
adventure is the crossing to Isla Angel de la Guarda, in the Sea
of Cortez (you can read about it in Graham Mackintosh's book
Marooned with Very Little Beer.) Gary's favourite aspect of
paddling is maneuvering and agility.
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Gary has worked with Ocean River
Sports for 20 years, and is a highly
skilled instructor and guide. He has
earned his SKGABC Guide Trainer,
Guide Examiner, SKGABC Level 3
Guide, Paddle Canada Sea Kayaking Level 3 Instructor
Trainer, Paddle Canada Sea Kayaking Level 4 Instructor,
Paddle Canada Sea Kayaking Level 4 Skills; as well as a B.Ed,
B.Sc. and Fitness Instructor.

Ocean River Adventures , the instruction and tour
division of Ocean River Sports, offers the best kayak tours and
instructional programs in Victoria and Vancouver Island,
British Columbia, Canada. They offer over forty programs
focused on providing quality outdoor experiences and
instruction, ranging from Paddle Canada sanctioned
instructional courses to multi-day expeditions utilizing mothership support.
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